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Prysmian Group, , Milan, Italy, a global supplier to the energy and telecom
cable systems industry, recently announced that it is investing an additional
US$100 million over the next two and half years to increase its North American, Highland Heights., KY, USA, plant’s
production capacity. The objective of the
investment is to support the foreseen
growth in the power distribution and
transmission markets, helping meet the
need for infrastructure upgrades in the
region as well as the growing demand
from clean energy sources.
This investment follows Prysmian Group’s recent announcement to invest
US$85 million in its North America telecom plants to further consolidate
the company’s leading role as an enabler for energy transition and digital
transformation across North America.
“The decision to increase the production capacity of our plants reinforces
the Group’s commitment to North American customers and to support
the need to build together a resilient energy distribution and transmission
infrastructure”, said Prysmian Group North America, CEO, Andrea Pirondini. “More specifically, these investments will further increase capacity to
support breakthrough projects, reinforcing Prysmian Group’s positioning
as the partner of choice for building the U.S. clean energy grid.”
www.prysmiangroup.com
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LS Cable & System has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for cooperation in the domestic offshore wind power business
with Northland Power, a Canadian new and renewable
energy developer. With this MOU, the two firms prescribed the role of each, and the various matters necessary for the offshore wind power generation business, and agreed to cooperate in related design,
procurement and construction matters.
LS Cable has also entered an agreement with Korea Development Bank (KDB) for promotion of the submarine cable industry. KDB will provide up to KRW 1 trillion for the environmentally friendly business of LS Cable &
System, securing stable funds for renewable energy-related equipment, R&D investment, etc.
Also, LS Cable & System has won an order for submarine cables worth KRW 200 billion from Taiwan. The
company will supply cables to the largest offshore wind farm in Taiwan. www.lscns.com
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Times Microwave Debuts
PhaseTrack® Low-Smoke
Microwave Assemblies

October 18, 2021

Times Microwave Systems,
Wallingford, CT, USA, introduces
PhaseTrack® Low Smoke (PTLS™)
microwave cable assemblies
for shipboard
applications. It
provides exceptional phase
temperature performance up
to 85°C. This cable type has the
same low-smoke, zero-halogen
(LSZH) jacket used on Times’
QPL M17 cables for easy crossreference and qualification
www.timesmicrowave.com

Times Microwave Systems Introduces PhaseTrack® Low Smoke
Microwave Assemblies

Low loss, phase stable cable assemblies meet safety requirements of shipboard applications.

WALLINGFORD, CT — Times Microwave Systems, the preeminent brand in innovative RF and
microwave interconnect assemblies, cables and connectors, introduces PhaseTrack Low Smoke
(PTLS™) microwave cable assemblies for shipboard applications. It provides exceptional phase
temperature performance up to 85 ºC. This cable type has the same low smoke zero halogen
(LSZH) jacket used on Times’ QPL M17 cables for easy cross-reference and qualification.
Low smoke, zero halogen cable
assemblies are essential in confined
spaces where air exchange is
minimal such as onboard ships and
submarines. Fire is one of the
greatest dangers in these
environments, as accumulating
smoke can obscure visibility for safe
evacuation. When burned, low
smoke cables emit a less optically
dense smoke that releases at a
lower rate, making it easier for
occupants to exit and protecting the
safety of firefighting operations.
Halogen-free materials also
produce clearer, whiter smoke for
better visibility and do not emit
halogen’s toxic off-gases.
About Times Microwave Systems

A pioneering brand in innovative RF and microwave interconnect assemblies, cables and connector designs, Times Microwave
Systems is a division of Amphenol. The company has more than 70 years of experience in the industry and offers the most

comprehensive suite of products in the market. TMS continues to rapidly expand its portfolio by addressing defense, medical,

telecommunications, precision test and space applications. With a staff of more than 100 engineers and a global manufacturing
presence, TMS is uniquely qualified to produce the right solution for our customers’ complex requirements.

RFS Offers CELLFLEX®
Jumper & Feeder Cable
Radio Frequency Systems
(RFS), Hannover, Germany, has
announced availability of its
new CELLFLEX ® MultiFlex allin-one jumper
and feeder cables. These cabling solutions
combine RFS’ CELLFLEX jumper
cables, CELLFLEX feeder cables
and OMNI FIT™ connectors in a
wide variety of pre-assembled
configurations to accelerate
network installations. MultiFlex
cables support all frequencies
up to 6 GHz to enable evolution
to 5G, and can be used indoors
or outdoors.
www.rfsworld.com

Nexans Opens High-Voltage Subsea Cable Plant
in Charleston, SC, USA for Offshore Wind Market

Nexans, Paris, France, officially
opened its high-voltage subsea cable
plant in Charleston, SC, USA, on November 9, 2021. This state-of-the-art
facility supports the rapidly expanding
USA offshore wind market, which has
potential growth of 13% annually by
2030, and will generate up to some
US$70 billion of capital investment.
Overall, the USA offshore wind market
plans to add 20 GW of power per year,
according to the International Energy
Agency (IEA).
The new Nexans Charleston highvoltage subsea plant, which employs
up to 210 workers, is part of a supply
chain that is being developed to support the offshore wind industry in the
United States.
Nexans estimates that it will be able
to deliver up to 1000 km of cables for
Ørsted’s offshore wind farms in North
America up until 2027.
Additionally, as the preferred supplier
for Equinor’s Empire Wind, Nexans
is well positioned to support the USA

GG Group shareholder
structure streamlined;
Assumption of Tichy shares
Following the strategic consolidation of the globally operating group
of companies successfully
completed in 2020, where
several production sites and the
firm’s elevator division were carved
out, GG Group recently took further
steps to expand its position on the
Chinese market. The opening of the
Regional Customer Ser vice Center at the Shanghai site has been
followed by an optimization of the
shareholder structure at GG Group.
The 20% shares held since the death
The Only Partner
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Compounds & Resins
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www.carris.com
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of company founder, Karl Griller, in
1965 by his daughter Elisabeth Tichy
and her family, were transferred to
the existing shareholder groups
around Friederike Jacquelin, Gerhard and Stefan Griller on October
7, 2021. Together with the fourth of
the original five family tribes (with
Rafaela Neumayer and Thomas
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with further energy transition projects.
Nexans is a global cable products
and solutions company focused on an
electrification value chain that covers
energy generation, transmission, distribution and end-users.
For over 120 years, Nexans has played
a major role in the world’s electrification, and this market represents 65% of
the world cable market and is expected
to grow +4.3% per year over the next
10 years. In the United States, Nexans
operates three manufacturing facilities
in Charleston, SC, USA; El Dorado,
AR, USA; and Houston, TX, USA.
www.nexans.com

• Patented compounding processes
• A state-of-the-art technology center
• Reliable global supply chain for

mholland.com

800-608-1577
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Leoni Honors its Top Suppliers of
2021 with the “Leoni Supplier Award”
LEONI AG, Nuremberg, Germany, has
honored its top suppliers for the year
2021 with the LEONI Supplier Award
and set the course for jointly mastering
the coming challenges along the value
chain of the automotive industry.
More than 170 participants from over
75 top suppliers attended LEONI’s
first-ever purely virtual Supplier Summit, which was broadcast via live video
stream. Ingo Spengler, LEONI’s Wiring Systems Division COO, and Peter
Becker, VP Strategic Purchasing, provided an insight into LEONI’s strategic
orientation and the setup of the global
purchasing organization.
Both emphasized the importance of
close cooperation between LEONI
and its suppliers. They said that recent months had once again shown
how important proximity, coordination
and trust are as a basis for long-term
and successful cooperation between

Messner), the family continues to
develop the company.
www.gg-group.com

HUBER+SUHNER starts
share buyback program
The share buyback program announced by HUBER+SUHNER AG
of Switzerland
commenced on
October 29, 2021. Over a maximum
period of three years, up to 5% of
the registered shares will be repurchased via a second trading line
on the SIX Swiss Exchange for the
purpose of capital reduction. This
corresponds to 1 million registered
shares, the cancellation of which
will be proposed by the Board of Directors at one or several upcoming

manufacturers and suppliers across
several stages of the value chain. This
also applies in times of strained global
supply chains. “That is why I personally appeal to the commitment of our
suppliers. An open, proactive dialog is
indispensable. We are committed to
this,” emphasized Spengler.
Another expression of the successful
supplier cooperation and high performance was the first presentation of the
LEONI Supplier Awards. In the future,
LEONI will honor outstanding supplier performance in a total of seven
categories each year. www.leoni.com

Annual General Meetings. This will
allow a sustainable compression of
earnings per share.
HUBER+SUHNER entrusted Zürcher
Kantonalbank with the execution of
the share buyback program.
www.hubersuhner.com

Essex Furukawa will
participate in The Copper
Mark’s pilot program
Atlanta, GA, USA-based Essex
Furukawa has expanded its relationship with The Copper Mark,
the only comprehensive social and
environmental assurance program
for the copper industry, to join as
semis-fabricator partners committed to participate in a pilot program.
The partnership aligns with Essex

Notebook
Prysmian Wins Dominion
Energy Submarine
Cable Project
Leading energy and telecom cable systems provider, Prysmian
Group, Milan, Italy, has secured
the largest ever awarded submarine cable contract in the USA. The
contract has been awarded by
Dominion Energy Virginia, a
subsidiary of Dominion Energy
Inc., to a consortium made up of
Prysmian and the DEME Group,
a leader in the offshore wind industry. The Balance of Plant (BoP)
contract includes the complete
package for the transportation
and installation of the foundations and the substations and the
EPCI (Engineering, Procurement,
Construction, Installation) services for the inter-array and export cables for the future largest
commercial offshore wind farm
in the USA.
This project is a major milestone
for Prysmian Group, as it is the
first cable company in the offshore wind industry to sign a
Balance of Plant contract. The
total value of the contract is approximately €1.6 billion, of which
around €630 million related to
Prysmian for the cable supply
and the installation works under
its responsibility. The project is
expected to be completed by the
year 2026.
www.prysmiangroup.com

YOUR CABLE PRODUCTION PARTNERS

Rotating Machines - Customer Services
Customized bows for ALL BRANDS
Fo l l o w u s

Gauder Group Inc.
US & Canadian Service Center
1207 Pebble Meadows Dr
Lewisville, NC 27023 - USA
+1 770 329 3653
setic@setic.info
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Nexans’ Mobiway Un’Reel
Simplifies Reel Installation
Nexans, Paris, France, has unveiled its Mobiway Un’Reel solution, which is set to make cable
installation simpler, smarter,
more cost-effective and secure
across a range of different low
and medium-voltage cables.

Un’Reel enhances the Nexans
Mobiway product range, using
a patented set of drums with an
associated unwinding system.
www.nexans.com

Brugg Cables Repair Joint
The Extended Repair Joint, a patented product of Brugg Cables,
Brugg, Switzerland, is the innovative joint solution to repair or
replace with only one joint and
no additional cable.

Use of the Extended Repair Joint
results in less costs, more efficiency and shorter down time,
which responds to many typical
energy network situations.
www.bruggcables.com

TOTAL PRINTING SOLUTIONS
GEMGRAVURE.COM
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LS Cable & System Develops
Next-Generation Superconducting Cable
LS Cable & System recently succeeded in developing a next-generation
superconducting cable. This new superconducting cable has almost no power
loss during transmission and is capable
of large capacity transmission. Since
it does not generate electromagnetic
waves, it is called a representative environmentally friendly energy product.
The advanced product dramatically
improves structural design of the superconducting layer, and reduces production cost by over 10% while increasing
power transfer rate by more than 20%.
LS Cable developed the 23 kV 3-phase
coaxial superconducting cable through
R&D for two years jointly with the Korea
Electric Power Research Institute
at the Gochang Power Testing Center
of KEPCO, and obtained the Interna-

Furukawa and its Vision 2030 to
meet the Accountability, Reporting,
and Governance petal as well as
Supply Chain Transparency of its
holistic sustainability program.
According to Austin Robinson,
Sustainability Project Manager for
Essex Furukawa, participation in the
pilot program aligns with the social
sustainability aspects of the Vision
2030 program.
www.essexfurukawa.com

Furukawa Automotive installs
aluminum electrical wire in
wire harnesses for car seats
Furukawa Automotive Systems Inc.,
a member of the Furukawa Electric
Group, has installed aluminum
electrical wire for the first time in
wire harnesses for automobile
seats, using the superbly corrosionresistant, Alpha Terminal Series.
Toyota Boshoku Corporation has
adopted the wire harnesses in the
automobile seats of its new Toyota
Land Cruiser 300.
By adopting aluminum electrical

tional Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) standard. Three firms including LS
Cable have successfully developed it
worldwide, but LS Cable & System is the
first to obtain international certification.
KEPCO will apply this next-gen model
to a superconducting platform business
starting next year. After LS Cable &
System commercialized superconducting cable for the first time in the world
in 2019, it is also expected to lead the
commercialization of next-generation
products. www.lscns.com

wire in 115 out of 152 circuits, weight
is reduced by 44%, contributing to
the improved environmental performance of automobiles.
www.furukawa.co.jp

TJ O’Connell to Cerrowire
Director of Contractor Solutions
Cerrowire Hartselle, AL, USA, reports the hiring of TJ O’Connell as
director of contractor solutions.
A native of Boston, Massachusetts,
O’Connell, brings nearly 36 years of

BUSINESS & MARKET REPORT
AWC Cuts Ribbon on New Office & Warehouse

Allied Wire & Cable (AWC), a leading family owned
specialty manufacturer and distributor
of electrical wire,
cable, tubing and
accessories in the
government, military, aerospace, automotive and telecommunications industries, celebrated
the opening of a new warehouse and
office in Grapevine, TX, USA.
In order to accommodate rapid expansion within the industry and to accelerate growth in the region, AWC acquired
The Wire Connection, a distributor of
Milspec, aviation and marine wire, and

experience in electrical manufacturing, distribution and
as a manufacturer’s
representative with
a primary focus on
the commercial, industrial and utility markets. Before
joining Cerrowire, O’Connell served
as VP of sales & marketing for Nexans’ US Energy Division.
www.cerrowire.com

Hindalco to acquire
Polycab’s 100% stake in Ryker
Hindalco Industries Limited, Mumbai, India, the metals
flagship company of
the Aditya Birla Group,
announced the acquisition of 100% equity stake in
Ryker Base Pvt. Ltd., a wholly owned
subsidiary of Polycab India Limited.
The acquisition will be through
Hindalco’s wholly owned subsidiary
Renuka Investments & Finance Ltd.
The purchase consideration for

immediately began plans for the new
35,000 ft2 warehouse, stocked full of
wire and cable and several value-added
service machines.
With the full integration of the two organizations now complete, customers can
now expect to see increased availability,
faster fulfillment, and more product offerings. www.awcwire.com

the equity stake is based on an
enterprise value of Rs. 323 crores,
subject to customary adjustments
for working capital and net debt as
on the date of closing.
Ryker’s plant for manufacturing cast
and rolled copper wire rod is one of
the world’s largest single-location
custom Copper Smelters, with a
copper rod capacity of 345,000
tons. The acquisition will strengthen
Hindalco’s copper rod manufacturing capacity by providing a timeto-market advantage, allowing the
company to cater to the growing
demand from the electrical and
electronics sectors.
www.hidalco.com

Shawn O’Brien joins
Service Wire Company
Shawn O’Brien has joined the
Service Wire team in Culloden,
WV, USA, as Sales Representative
in the Culloden sales office. He
will be serving commercial and

November 15, 2021

Notebook
Sumitomo Electric
Delivers Cables for the
Thai Commuter Railway
Sumitomo Electric Industries,
Ltd. received an order from
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,
Ltd. and shipped an assortment of cables (an approximate total of 2,800 km) for the
Red Line Construction Project,
a plan involving the building of
a new commuter railway route
in the Kingdom of Thailand.
The North Line was constructed
using a Japanese government
fund while The West Line was
constructed by the Thai government. The entire line started
operation in August 2021.
www.sumitomoelectric.com

Registration Open for
WAI Virtual “Fundamentals
of Wire Manufacturing”
The Wire Association International (WAI), Inc., Madison, CT,
USA, will offer its most popular
training course, “Fundamentals
of Wire Manufacturing”, virtually,
for the second time this year in
a two-part series on consecutive
Wednesdays, December 1 and 8,
2021. Led by 13 industry experts,
the program serves as a training
and refresher course for wire
and cable operations personnel,
sales and administrative teams
and new hires.
funwiremfg.heysummit.com

Extrusion Systems and Tooling for
the Wire and Cable Industry
Technology that modernizes plant efficiency
with increased productivity, reduced scrap
and quality that meets and exceeds
Phone:

+1 973 402 4098

w ww.simpacks.com

www.tipsanddies.com
505 Mill Street, Rome, NY 13440 Phone: 315-337-4161
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industrial distributors, contractors NKT reaches milestone in
and engineers while working with recycling of power cables
manufacturers’ repreThe recycling of power cable scrap
New Cables from OKI
sentatives in Georgia
is an important step in reducing
and Alabama. O’Brien
OKI Electric Cable, Tokyo, Japan,
the environmental impact of the
brings over 25 years of
a subsidiary of the OKI Group,
power cable industry, and NKT is
sales and managerial
has recently launched sales
now setting new standards by givexperience, with 11 of
of the Ultrafine diameter robot
ing cable scrap a second life in new
those years being in construction products. After a partnership with
cable “ORP-30F Cable” as well
and manufacturing sales.
as the Ultrafine diameter cable
the Norwegian recycling special“We are excited to welcome Shawn ist, KMT AS, scrap materials from
“OFV-30F Cable”. Both of these
to our Southeast sales team,” the NKT production are now being
new cables offer industry-leadexplained Bruce Kesler, Director transformed into flowerpots, cable
ing fineness for
of Sales. “By growing our entire drums and construction supplies.
wiring in conteam, we are prepared to meet and “We have now defined spaces inexceed the ever-changing needs veloped a process
side industrial
of our customers and provide un- that makes it posrobots and machine tools. The
ECC offers to the wire and cable market a broad portfolio
of offers to the wire and cable market a broad portfolio of
ECC
matched service
levels.”
ORP-30F
Cable is a robot cable
for us to reuse
customized elastomeric or polyolefin based compoundscustomized elastomeric orsible
polyolefin based compounds
www.servicewire.com
designed
for
use
in
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moving
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scrap
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ECC offers to the wire and
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as certain low
parts
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outstanding
sliding
NEC Corporation, its
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power cables,” says Anders
Jensen,
and Thermoplastic Compounds
and Thermoplastic Compounds
 inElastomeric,
Crosslinka
characteristics.
Corporation
and
Sumitomo
Electric
Chief
Technology
Officer
NKT.
 Flame Retardant and Halogen Free Compounds  Flame Retardant and Halogen Free Compounds and Thermoplastic Com
Industries, Ltd. announced that NKT now practices openand
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Flame
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 Moisture Crosslinkabe Compounds
 Moisture
Crosslinkabe
Compounds
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the first
trial of loop
recycling where waste
is colCompounds
 FR Masterbatches
 FR
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FR waste
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its transmission
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performance to meet
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The OKI Group’s electric cable
International data usage is expect- Megan Johnson added
business subsidiary, has also
ed to expand by 30% to 40% CAGR to MWC-Iowa team
developed the OH Cable for use
from 2020-2026, driven by factors Metro Wire and Cable Corp. (MWC)
with food manufacturing equipsuch as the growth of 5G mobile has added Megan Johnson to its
ment. This new cable product
data and the need to share ever Iowa City distribution
108 Rado D
108
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Drive,
Naugatuck,
CT
06770 USA
108data
RadocenDrive, Team.
Naugatuck,
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She will
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ing fluids, disinfectants, and the
ters distributed around the world.
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the Sales Conwww.ElectricCableCompounds.com
www.ElectricCableCompounds.com
www.ElectricCableCo
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This uncoupled, 4-core fiber cable sultant Team with the
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coordination of large
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www.sumitomoelectric.com
project inquiries, quot-
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Sales & Net Income Table
Company

Aptiv PLC
Carlisle Companies Incorporated
Carpenter Technology Corporation
CommScope Holding Company, Inc.
Corning Incorporated
Encore Wire Corporation
TE Connectivity Ltd.
WESCO International, Inc.

Sales
3654
1316
387
2105
3615
716
3818
4728

%∆

0.1
24.5
9.7
-2.9
3.3
110.9
17.1
14.1

Net Income
(Net Loss)
104
142
(15)
(124)
371
176
794
105

%∆

-65.9
38.9
68.6
-6.8
-17.4
735.4
245.2
59.1

Latest Quarterly Sales/Net Income data in US$ millions. % ∆ relative to 2020 quarterly data.

ing, expediting and client support.
Prior to joining MWC, Megan had
client facing leadership and management roles in various markets.
www.metrowire.net

FDH Aero acquires
Stealth Aerospace
FDH Aero, El Segundo, CA, USA, has
acquired Stealth Aerospace. Stealth
Aerospace is a stocking
distributor of aerospace
electrical and electromechanical components including
relays, switches, connectors, lamps,
avionic components, latches, wire
and cable and other electrical
products to the airlines and aerospace industry worldwide. Stealth
brings to FDH a leader in the USA
commercial and cargo aerospace
aftermarket, strengthening FDH’s
ability to serve its global aftermarket
customer base.
www.fdhaero.com

First “Mexico Assembly Wire
Technology Expo” complete
The Chihuahua Energy Cluster
welcomed visitors to the first edition of the Mexico Assembly Wire
Technology Expo from November
3 to 4, 2021. This is the only event
dedicated to the harness industry in
Mexico. In the state of Chihuahua

there exists more than 300 maquiladoras, of which 25% specialize
in the harness industry. Also, the
organizer considers the
“Harness Capital of the
World” to be Ciudad
Juárez, and therefore
decided to hold its first
exhibition in Chihuahua.
By gathering buyers and manufacturers, this edition gave Mexico
Assembly Wire Technology Expo
visitors an ideal place to find new
opportunities and generate new
business. The event offered new
technologies, innovative products
and services and solutions for challenging problems within industry.
www.wiretechmx.com

Conference Calls & Webcasts...

• Nortech Systems Inc., Minneapolis, MN,
USA, will release its fiscal 2021 third quarter
financial results for the period ended September 30, 2021 before the markets open on
November 11, 2021. ir.nortechsis.com

Quarterly Dividends Report...

• Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA, has declared a quarterly dividend of US$0.24/share
on common stock, payable Dec. 17, 2021, to
shareholders of record on Nov. 12, 2021.
www.corning.com
• Carlisle Companies Inc., Scottsdale, AZ,
USA, has declared a dividend of US$0.54/
share, payable Dec. 1, 2021, to shareholders
of record on Nov. 17, 2021. www.carlisle.com

Specializing in Equipment for the
Wire & Cable Industry.
• Appraisers • Auctions
• Individual Pieces or Entire Plants
+1.401.943.3777: phone
+1.401.943.3670: fax
e-mail: MARTY137@AOL.COM

Notebook
GCG Acquires
Allied Wire and Cable
Value-added wire, cable and
automation solutions provider,
GCG (Genuine
Cable Group), announced the acquisition of Allied Wire and Cable
(AWC), which is a value-added
specialty distributor of wire and
cable products across the USA,
and internationally.
Founded in 1987, Allied has
grown to become a top serviceoriented, specialty distributor of
wire and cable, tubing, connectors and termination products
and assemblies serving end
markets including aerospace
and defense, lighting, manufacturing, data centers, telecommunications and general industrial.
Based in Collegeville, PA, USA,
Allied also has locations in Wisconsin, Texas, Arizona, Florida
and New Hampshire.
The combination of GCG and Allied creates a premier, national
value-added wire, cable and
connectivity solutions provider
to better service customers and
manufacturing partners. Allied
bolsters GCG’s strength in the
broader Industrial OEM market
and leverages the value-added
service and customer-oriented
approach that has made the organization so successful to date.
www.genuinecable.com

“Your one-stop supplier of high-quality,
global-value, second-hand nonferrous
wire & cable equipment”
100 Franklin Street
Bristol, CT 06010 USA
T: +1 860 583 4646 • F: +1 860 589 5707
E-mail: info@wireandplastic.com
Website: www.wireandplastic.com
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EVENTS & OPPORTUNITIES
The Wire Association International (WAI), Inc. says that its recent
Industry 4.0 Conference drew 550
attendees who heard 35 speakers
in 28 sessions over the two-day airing October 26 to 27, 2021.
Keynote speakers were Awardwinning filmmaker, Brett Culp,
presenting “Superhero Leadership:
How everyday people can have
an extraordinary impact”; and
Kathleen Edge, EVP Operations,
Southwire Company with “Connected – flexible operating system.”
Conference topics were Big
Data, IoT & Industrial IoT, Process
Automation, Smart Factories, Smart
Planning, Smart Integration and
Virtual Reality. Each 25-minute
segment included ample time for
discussion with the speakers.
www.wirenet.org

WCMA Annual Meeting
The Wire & Cable Manufacturers
Alliance, Inc. (WCMA), invites members/guests to the WCMA Annual
Meeting, December 2, 2021, at the
Bond Ballroom, Hartford, CT, USA.
Reservations are in November
and the event will host the Annual
Toy’s for Tots, Scholarship charity contributions and Keynote presentation.
www.wcmainc.org

WAI Operations Summit
& Wire Expo 2022
The Wire Association International (WAI) returns to Dallas, TX,

USA, for the WAI Operations Summit
& Wire Expo, being held June 7 to 8,
2022, at the Hyatt Regency Dallas.
This event brings exhibitors, visitors,
speakers and sponsors together for
the latest industry developments.

Wire Expo attracts visitors from
local/national markets and participants from overseas. The attendees, most with purchasing influence, represent ferrous, nonferrous
and electrical industry segments.
As a part of this event, the Fundamentals of Wire Manufacturing
Course will be held on June 6, 2022.
www.wireexpo22.com

New Dates for WireShow
With the current situation of COVID-19 infections in China and with
the regulations on the epidemic
prevention, WireShow, originally
scheduled for August 31 to September 2, 2021, at Shanghai New
International Expo Center, will now
be held at the same venue from
November 25 to 27, 2021. And the
halls will be changed to W3-W5.

EVENTS
November 16 – 18, 2021
World Optical Fiber & Cable Virtual Conference
event.crugroup.com
November 25 – 27, 2021
WireShow, Shanghai, China
wwww.wireshow.com • www.mdna.com
December 2, 2021
WCMA Annual Meeting
Hartford, CT, USA
wwww.wcmainc.org
February 15 – 17, 2022
WHMA Annual Conference
Tucson, AZ, USA, www.whma.org
March 1 – 3, 2022
Cable and Wire Fair 2022
New Delhi, India
www.cablewirefair.com
April 9, 2022
WCMA Distinguished Career Award
Hartford, CT, USA
www.wcmainc.org
May 9 – 13, 2022
wire 2022, Düsseldorf, Germany
www.wire-tradefair.com
www.mdna.com
May 10 – 12, 2022
Electrical Wire Processing Expo (EWPTE)
Milwaukee, WI, USA
www.electricalwireshow.com
June 7 – 8, 2022
WAI Operations Summit & Wire Expo 2022
Dallas, TX, USA
www.wireexpo22.com
September 21 – 22, 2022
M-EXPO, Juarez, Mexico
www.mexpowire.com
September 26 – 29, 2022
wire China 2022, Shanghai, China
www.wirechina.net • www.mdna.com
October 5 – 7, 2022
wire Southeast Asia 2022, Bangkok, Thailand
www.wire-southeastasia.com

The visitor registration system will
be valid until the end of November
2021. Visitors who have already
registered can keep the previous
registration code and claim the
badges onsite.
www.wireshow.com
CUSTOM CABLING AND EXTRUSION MACHINERY

Thermoplastics Engineering Corporation is a United States manufacturer
providing a wide range of products and solutions for the Wire and Cable/
Fiber Optic industries. For over 30 years, TEC has engineered high quality,
custom machinery for Extrusion, Cabling, as well as servicing the Plastics
Market for Tubing, Profile, and Compounding machinery.
11 Spruce
Street ▪ Leominster,
Massachusetts 01453
▪ Phone: 1-800-241-4311
11 Spruce
Street
• Leominster,
Massachusetts
01453
thermoplasticseng.com ▪ sales@thermoplasticseng.com
Phone: 1-800-241-4311
thermoplasticseng.com • sales@thermoplasticseng.com
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November 15, 2021

October 10 – 13, 2022
IWCS 2022 Cable & Connectivity Industry
Forum, Providence, RI, USA
www.iwcs.org
October 25 – 27, 2022
wire South America, Sao Paulo, Brazil
www.wire-south-america.com • www.mdna.com
November 23 – 25, 2022
wire India 2021, Mumbai, India
www.wire-india.com • www.mdna.com

Subscribe @ www.wiretech.com/overview.asp

WAI Virtual Conference Drew
550 Attendees & 35 Speakers

